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Arts Impact is a program of the Puget Sound Educational Service District.
TTAL+ is a U.S. Department of Education funded project.

ARTS IMPACT
EMPOWERING TEACHER LEADERS
TO TEACH THE ARTS
Arts integration has been shown to improve student and school success
in many instances across the nation. Arts Impact’s professional learning
program is a proven two‐year, 90‐hour professional learning model.

In Arts Impact, teachers learn to teach the foundations of Dance, Theater, and
Visual Arts and how to integrate these core concepts with Reading, Writing,
and Math. Participants describe the training as transformational, reigniting their
own engagement in teaching and learning and that of their students. Teacher
practice improves and student achievement rises both in the arts and in the
other core subjects.
While Arts Impact’s model is extremely effective, it is resource intensive,
because at least 25% of the training is one‐on‐one support from experienced artist
mentors to teachers in their classrooms. The cost is especially challenging for large
urban school districts. For this reason, Arts Impact partners with Seattle Public
Schools (SPS) to develop an adaption of its model that might be more efficient and
economical while maintaining
the positive outcomes Arts
Impact consistently achieves.

“For my students, I would say Arts Impact means
success. For me, I would say, it’s completion.”
Cindy MacIsaac, 2nd Grade Teacher,
Dearborn Park International School
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TTAL+: TEACHER TRAINING
ARTS AS LITERCY PLUS
The beginning of the journey to create a more cost‐effective model
began in 2008 when Arts Impact received a U.S. Department of
Education Professional Development for Arts Educators (PDAE) grant
to develop a model for professional learning that trains Teacher
Leaders within a school—Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy (TTAL).

The rationale was that as a cost saving measure, Arts Impact‐trained Teacher Leaders
would mentor the remaining teachers in their building, instead of Arts Impact Artist
Mentors. Artist Mentors are highly experienced teaching artists who deliver Arts
Impact professional development. TTAL trained twenty‐four elementary teachers
from four high‐needs Seattle elementary schools in the full Arts Impact program,
developing a Teacher Leader cohort for future implementation.
In 2011, a second PDAE grant
resulted in the creation of Teacher
Training: Arts as Literacy Plus (TTAL+),
the opportunity to pilot the Teacher
Leader model developed in TTAL.
TTAL+ was a partnership of Arts
Impact, Seattle Public Schools (SPS),
and four Puget Sound regional arts
organizations: Pacific Northwest
Ballet, Seattle Art Museum, Seattle
Children’s Theatre, and University of
Washington World Series of Dance.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
TTAL+ had three goals:
♦ Scale up the researched‐based Arts Impact professional development model

in four high needs schools by training a cohort of Teacher Leaders at each school.
♦ Build capacity to deliver high quality arts‐infused education across buildings

by empowering Teacher Leaders to train teachers.
♦ Strengthen standards‐based arts education programs to ensure all students
meet challenging State academic and art content.

Professional Learning Components
TTAL+ consisted of the following components:
1. Arts Impact training for TTAL+ teachers in arts‐infused writing and math
2. Training Teacher Leaders in mentoring teachers in arts‐infusion
3. Decreasing the role of Arts Impact Artist Mentors
4. Piloting the TTAL+ model in the four TTAL schools with Arts Impact trained
Teacher Leaders
5. Evaluating the outcomes and effectiveness of the TTAL+ model compared to
Arts Impact exclusively taught by Artist Mentors
TTAL+ was implemented in the same schools as TTAL—Dearborn Park Elementary
School, Kimball Elementary School,
Northgate Elementary School, and
Roxhill Elementary School—to
leverage the skills of the Teacher
Leaders already trained in Arts
Impact. Student demographics across
the four schools on average are: Free
and Reduced Lunch 76.5%; non‐white
86.3%; English language learners 35%.
Of the 24 teachers originally trained
to be Teacher Leaders in TTAL, nine
moved on to assume Teacher Leader
roles in TTAL+. The attrition is the
result of mutual decisions by teachers
and principals of who was willing and
who was most capable of assuming
the additional responsibility.
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ARTS‐INFUSED
CURRICULUM
The TTAL+ curricula
included the K‐5
sequential arts infused
writing curriculum
developed for the TTAL
project and the K‐5
sequential arts infused
math curriculum
developed for the Arts
Impact Dissemination
and Expansion (AIDE)
project, an AEMDD
grant operating
simultaneously with
TTAL+ in three other SPS schools. Teachers were trained in arts‐infused writing in
Training Year 1 and arts‐infused math in Training Year 2. Both curricula are aligned
with Common Core State Standards and were developed in response to data that
identified areas in which students were struggling academically.

What Is Arts Infusion?
Arts Impact teaches a model of arts integration called
arts‐infusion. Infused teaching is based on shared concepts
between an arts discipline and an academic subject.
Examples of arts‐infused concepts taught in TTAL+
include: character and dialogue development in theater
and writing; narrative sequence–beginning, middle, end–in
dance and literacy; and balancing equal area in a visual arts
and math lesson.
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THE TTAL+ MODEL
For TTAL+, a Planning Team comprised of Teacher Leaders, principals, Artist
Mentors, Arts Impact staff, SPS administrators, and cultural partner educators
met over the course of five months in the planning phase of the project to review
and revise the Teacher Leader Model developed in TTAL. The final model did not
completely replace the Artist Mentors’ role in the mentorship as originally
envisioned but reduced the amount of time they spent with teachers.

Activity

TTAL+

Core Model

Institutes

5 day, 30‐hour summer institute
Taught by Artist Mentors (AM)

3 day, 18‐hour summer institute
1 day, 6‐hour winter institute
Co‐taught by Artist Mentors (AM) and
Teacher Leaders (TL)

Mentorships

10‐hour mentorship, classroom and
one‐on‐one time with AM
• Model teach — AM
• Co‐teach — AM and Teacher
• Co‐teach — AM and Teacher
• Assessment — One‐on‐one
AM and Teacher
• Lesson write — One‐on‐one
AM and Teacher
• Independent Teach —
Teacher leads, AM observes
• Independent Teach —
Teacher leads, AM observes
• Assessment and Evaluation—
One‐on‐one AM and Teacher

11‐hour mentorship, classroom,
small group, and one‐on‐one time
with TL and/or AM
• Model teach — AM
• Co‐teach — TL and Teacher
• Co‐teach — TL and Teacher
• Assessment — Small group of
teachers facilitated by AM and TL
• Lesson write — Small group of
teachers facilitated by AM and TL
• Independent Teach —
Teacher leads, TL observes
• Independent Teach —
Teacher leads, TL observes
• Assessment and Evaluation —
One‐on‐one TL and Teacher

Professional
Learning
Communities

2—3‐hour PLCs facilitated by AMs
and Arts Impact staff, includes
teachers from across schools

2—3‐hour PLCs facilitated by AMs
and Arts Impact staff, includes
teachers from across schools

Cultural Study 1 cultural study trip per classroom to
a museum or performing arts venue
Trip

1 cultural study trip per classroom to
a museum or performing arts venue
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
AND TIMELINE
TTAL+ was a three‐year project with one planning year (2011‐12) and two
years of implementation (2012‐14). In the planning year, activities included
development of the new TTAL+ professional learning design; development,
pilot, and first test of the teacher Arts Knowledge Test; Teacher Leader
training; quarterly Leadership Team meetings; and the first TTAL+ Summer
Institute, Arts and Writing Infusion. In the second year, arts‐infused writing
mentorships, study trips, PLCs, Leadership Team meetings, supplementary
workshops, and the second Summer Institute, Arts and Math Infusion occurred.
The third year activities included arts‐infused math mentorships, study trips,
PLCs, and quarterly Leadership Team meetings.

Evaluation Plan
Teacher data was gathered using the following measures and tools:
♦ Autonomy Rubric for Teachers (ART) – an analytic four‐point rubric
to measure growth of teacher autonomy to infuse the arts – Training
Year 1, Training Year 2
♦ Arts Knowledge Test – a multiple choice test of arts skills, concepts, and
pedagogy – administered three times during the project
♦ Teacher journals – Training Year 1, Training Year 2
♦ STAR Protocol – a classroom observation tool – Baseline Training Year 1,
Training Year 2
♦ Artist Mentor and Teacher Leader focus groups – Training Year 1,
Training Year 2
♦ Tracking of professional development hours completed by teachers
to ensure the project met or exceeded 40 hours annually, the U.S.
Department of Education definition of sustained and intense
professional learning, which research shows is required to change
teacher practice
Student data was gathered from performance based assessments of arts–infused
concepts taught in the lessons – Training Year 1, Training Year 2.
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WHAT WAS LEARNED
Long‐term high‐quality professional learning, taught by arts
experts, yields powerful results in both student achievement
and teacher leadership.

The quantitative outcomes for student performance‐based assessments across
all TTAL+ schools were quite high with students meeting criteria between 80%
and 100% on most lessons in both years. This is consistent with student data
from other Arts Impact projects. The participating schools have very high levels
of poverty and ethnic diversity. It is clear from the high percentage of success
that the majority of students were successful, including students from normally
underperforming groups. This is not something that is seen in high stakes
assessments. The data suggests that when students are given the opportunity
to learn core concepts and show their learning in and through the arts, ALL
students can be successful.

TTAL+ 2013‐14 Year 3 Student Learning‐Percent of
times students met the criteria in lessons by
each arts disciplines
80%
Dance
Visual Arts
All Disciplines

94%
89%
92%

Even after nearly 200 hours of professional development and five years of
working with Arts Impact over the span of two research projects (TTAL and
TTAL+), Teacher Leaders did not feel comfortable in the role of “mentoring”
their colleagues. Teachers Leaders felt that highly qualified and experienced
arts professionals—Artist Mentors—should deliver the professional learning.
Teacher Leaders are most effective in fostering arts‐infused teaching by leading
ongoing professional learning activities in the building such as co‐teaching,
collaborating on lesson writing, curriculum mapping, leading PLCs, resource
management, and organizing family engagement activities focused on the arts.
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Creative Advantage
During the course of both the TTAL and TTAL+ projects, SPS
developed a long‐term arts plan, Creative Advantage, to bring
equity of access to arts education across the state’s largest
school district. Arts Impact served as a key advisor in developing
arts integration strategies for Creative Advantage. In addition,
SPS realized the value of using Teacher Leaders to scale up arts
integration across the district and subsequently contracted with
Arts Impact to train Career Ladder teachers in arts integration.
Using Career Ladder teachers that have been identified as
leaders and receive both time and compensation to support
other teachers is a more sustainable approach to district wide
arts integration than non‐paid Teacher Leaders.

TTAL+ schools showed significant change in school culture where the arts were
embraced by the full staff and became systemically embedded as part of
instruction, with Teacher Leaders being the primary drivers of this change.
While Teacher Leaders did not feel completely confident to replace highly
qualified Artist Mentors, they did develop the capacity to lead, support, and
sustain arts‐infused teaching once teachers are trained.
Two TTAL+ schools saw significant growth in student achievement during the
period of the project. Dearborn Park went from Level 1 priority school (lowest
performing) to a level 3 school during the years of TTAL and TTAL+. In 2013‐14,
the school applied for and met the rigorous criteria to become an International
School with a global arts focus in 2014‐15. Kimball went from Level 3 to level 4
school in the same period, meeting or exceeding district averages on both
math and reading standardized assessments. While Arts Impact was not the
only intervention being implemented in these schools during this period,
teachers and principals report that it was the most impactful on both student
achievement and family engagement.
Despite these gains, the overall TTAL+ project showed that the professional
learning model that produces the best outcomes for teaching and learning in
and through the arts does takes more time, not less, and may not be more
economical, at least initially. However, it does create sustainability, build
capacity, and improve arts education. In the long run, a great value for
the investment.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the findings from TTAL+ and past Arts Impact projects, the following
recommendations for creating a systemic and a sustainable arts integration
program across an entire district are put forward:
♦

♦

♦

♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Whole school training, prior to Teacher Leader training, is best. It builds
buy‐in and a community of learners primed to follow the lead of trained
Teacher Leaders.
Teacher Leader training should come after the whole school is trained
and focus on such activities as protocols for leading effective school‐based
PLCs, strategies for co‐teaching, curriculum mapping, and other approaches
for sustaining and supporting arts‐infused teaching.
Highly qualified Artist Mentors should deliver all aspects of the professional
learning. Teacher Leaders should not be expected to be the arts experts.
They are more effective as leaders in their collegial communities of practice.
Ongoing support—from Arts Impact, the district, and other professional art
organizations—should continue for a minimum of one year beyond the
training period.
Professional learning for Teacher Leaders should be continual.
Professional development for principals and district leaders on how to lead
implementation of arts‐infusion is needed.
Professional Learning Communities at the school and district levels should
be an integral part of sustaining arts‐infused practice.
Creative budgeting that leverages existing district professional learning
dollars could make scale‐up affordable and sustainable.
Teacher Leader and principal training could include multiple schools and/or
districts, thereby maximizing use of funds.
Teacher Leaders must be compensated.
Train district level Teacher Leaders in arts integration to support equitable
access to arts education district‐wide.
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IN SUMMARY
The TTAL+ model is an excellent example of the artistic process:
gather information, formulate ideas, create and perform, reflect
and respond, and revise.

The original idea to streamline a high
quality program came out of many
hours of planning and discussion and
a desire to provide more students
with high quality arts learning. After
creating and performing the new idea
and then reflecting on the outcomes,
an improved design was created, one
that looked quite different from the
original vision. TTAL+ demonstrated
how to take a great program and
make it better. It may not be less expensive initially, but the return on investment
will be much greater than before, yielding dividends far into the future.

We talked a lot about inferring and mood when thinking
about what to expect from a dance performance. These
are topics we have been regularly re‐visiting throughout
the year because they can be rather complex when it
comes to proving one’s thinking. The ballet was one more
opportunity to practice such skills.
Aubrey Ashenbrenner, 5th Grade Teacher,
Kimball Elementary
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Contact us to learn how you can bring the arts to your school:
Arts Impact
Puget Sound Educational Service District
Beverly Harding Buehler, Director of Arts Education
bhardingbuehler@psesd.org
425.917.7816
www.arts‐impact.org

This project was funded by the U.S. Department of Education.

